Vision Therapy Success Stories:
Elliot began vision therapy because he complained of some chapter books having too small of print. It
turned out that he had a convergence insufficiency along with poor accommodation function.
His eyes had a focusing range that was very small and his eyes got tired easily. One eye also consistently
lagged behind with a tiny spasmic tendencies to track with the other eye.
Through the guidance of his excellent therapist, Elliot learned to "be the boss of his eyes". He felt
important to have the one-on-one sessions, to be responsible to practice every day, and to show Ms.
Christy how he was improving each week!
In 10 sessions, with daily faithful homework, the follow up exam showed Elliot had mastered normal
focusing range, strengthening his eye muscles from the tip of his nose to as far as his arm could reach
and farther!
His eyes are now working together reading across the page, and he rarely uses the initial glasses
prescribed anymore. Elliot completed another 5 sessions for a total of 15. He reads much more frequently
now, and I've never heard him complain or turn down a book for his old reasons.
The therapy program and Dr. Cundiff's exams use incredible technology to actually track what the eyes
do as they read. When I chose Vision Care Center for my 10-year-old's exam, I knew I was choosing a
center that wouldn't just slap a pair of glasses on my son's face fro life; they would actually take the time
to find out what was really below the surface and work to correct it.
That, to me, is what vision care ought to be.
We are so thankful that we found Vision Care Center so that Elliot can spend the rest of his life enjoying
the confidence of excellent vision!
-Rebekah, Elliot's mom

Vision Therapy has been incredibly helpful in Weston's continued academic success. He is better able to
do his school work without eye fatigue. His handwriting and letter spacing is so much better, we can now
read everything he writes.
Sam was wonderful to work with! It is such a blessing to have qualified professionals, who come along
side us parents, to guide our children to reach their full potential!
-Weston's mom
Before Vision Therapy, I was having troubles seeing the baseball, mainly running after a fly ball, as the
ball would bounce up and down in my vision.
It didn't happen every time, but it was becoming more frequent. I was also having trouble batting.
My main concern was losing my college baseball scholarship.
After Vision Therapy, I no longer have issues seeing the baseball in the outfield and I see the ball a lot
better at the plate. I know now that my eyes won't be the cause of potentially losing my college baseball
scholarship.
-Caleb

Before vision therapy, I struggled with teaching, reading, and driving. I can now easily and quickly look
between my paper, the board, and the students without losing my spot on the paper.
I can also follow the words onto the next line without losing my spot. That makes reading aloud to the
class so much easier.
I struggled with distance when driving. Before vision therapy, I would look at a stoplight and it wouldn't
get closer as I approached it and then all of a sudden it was right there. Now, I can actually see it get
closer as I approach!
Overall, I get less headaches and feel less car sick since starting vision therapy. It has helped me so much
and I highly recommend it to others.
-Elli

When Isaac first started vision therapy with Sam, I was a skeptic.
The difference is amazing. I truly wish we had found this sooner.
He started his year off in Kindergarten and ended in first grade. He hated sports of all types and now is
an avid soccer player.
We feel so blessed to have been able to complete eye therapy and tell our success story to any who will
listen.
We also highly recommend this program. Although Sam is our favorite and we adore her, all the
therapists are amazing!
-Issac's mom

Before therapy, my vision was diminishing. Glasses, blurred computer screen, on and off based on depth
of view...I was frustrated. In my 40s, I knew my vision would change, but this was ridiculous!
After 20 weeks of therapy (and being consistent in my homework) I have found that *I* can choose if I
want to wear glasses or not. If my eyes tire, I put on my glasses. Even still, I have found many days where
I simply forget to put on my glasses while reading or computer work...why?...because my eyes have been
corrected--strengthened--so I don't "need" glasses all the time.
The staff and therapists are worth their advice, encouragement, and help. Without these past 20
weeks...well, I'd be wearing glasses.
Thank you, VCC, for your diligence and patience with me through these weeks!! I STRONGLY recommend
VCC to anyone BEFORE you choose surgery or glasses to help your vision!!
-Tim

We cannot thank Sammi and Dr. Cundiff at Vision Care Center enough for the incredible progress our
daughter, Lucy, has experienced since beginning vision therapy.
Lucy came to Vision Care Center after being diagnosed with convergence insufficiency. It was extremely
hard for her to focus up close and as a result was seeing double nearly 100% of the time.
I am so pleased to say that after completing her therapy her double vision is gone, her blurriness is
minimal and we have seen a huge improvements in all her assessments.
We are so pleased with her results.
Thank you, Sammi, for being such an incredible therapist, encourager, and blessing for our girl. You
changed how Lucy sees the world and we are forever grateful.
-Lucy's mom and dad

Samantha is more aware of her needs regarding her eyes. She is also aware of how to adjust and ask for
help. She is empowered.
She has admitted to giving up early due to difficulties in reading but, presses through now AMD asks for
the adjustment time
She is up to reading between 80-100 words per minute and enjoys fact books better than chapter due to
content not reading ability now.
Thanks for all you do!
-Samantha's mom

Aidan struggled in school with reading from the board and tasks like copying plus general reading. He
had no depth perception at all, which made playing baseball very difficult.
After working with Sam all of this changed. At the end of the school year his grades reflected the work
put forth in VT--all A's and B's!
Baseball has been much easier this season and he has depth perception for the first time ever!
The best part is he can now tell when his eye is "checked out" and is able to bring it back in to working
order.
Working with Sam and team has been wonderful and his gains have definitely helped his self confidence!
-Aidan's mom

With the increased course-load of my first semester of college, I started to notice almost constant eye
fatigue.
Throughout the vision therapy process, I have been able to notice very gradual improvement of my "eye
endurance."
As this second semester progressed, staying awake for studying, homework, and reading became easier.
Vision therapy also made me realize that my gradual decrease in reading for fun was likely linked to the
eye fatigue I was experiencing.
Now I'm very excited to be able to actually enjoy reading again.
-Rachel

Vision therapy is hard but everyday it gets better. It helped get easier and easier.
My vision has improved and the vision programs were fun to do.
I want to thank you for your time and patience with me.
It was very worth coming for!
-James

One improvement I noticed was I was a lot more stable when riding my bike. I also noticed that I was a
lot less clumsy when doing chores around the house and sitting down with the family on the couch.
-Carl

The Vision Therapy staff at Vision Care Center have been instrumental in helping our children. Audrey
was having trouble with depth perception.
We noticed her struggling during softball season. The ability was there. The motivation to do well in the
sport was there. She had a hard time hitting the ball. She was judging the distance incorrectly because
she had trouble seeing due to blurriness.
After several weeks of vision therapy sessions with Sam, Audrey had greatly improved. She is smacking
line drives and pop flies in the outfield now! Yay!
Audrey loved the one-to-one talks with Sam each week. You see, it's more than vision therapy. It's a
relationship with someone who deeply cares about the success of your child.
We are forever thankful to the vision therapy team at VCC.
-Audrey's mom

My daughter has always been accident prone. She had a hard time catching a ball and would get
frustrated easily.
Now that she has been doing Vision Therapy, her confidence has soared!
Her coordination has improved drastically and she gets excited to "play catch" now. I'm eager to see how
much she will improve with soccer this year!
Along with coordination, my daughter's school work and reading has greatly improved. I find her trying
to read "one more book" before bed because she is enjoys reading so much now!
Vision Therapy has helped my daughter so much and our family is so very thankful for Miss Aimee!!
-Aubrey's mom

My son, Josiah, was having difficulty with reading-it was slow going, and he would be exhausted by the
time he finished a page in his school book. He had frequent headaches that prevented him from doing
activities he wanted to do. He was having trouble focusing to get through his school day and was
becoming frustrated and discouraged.
We have now completed the vision therapy program. Josiah has enjoyed the process very much. His
therapist, Sam, has been a joy and super fun to work with. Best of all the results have been amazing!
Josiah can read-and WANTS to read- pages at a time in his school books. He is so much more fluid and
focused and relaxed we he reads.
His headaches are much less frequent. His self esteem and confidence are growing daily. His handwriting
and spelling have even improved!
From a mom's perspective, this has been an amazing and life changing experience.
Thank you Vision Care Center team for this program!!
-Josiah's mom
Before Vision Therapy, I would get lots of headaches. I would have trouble reading and have problems
writing.
Now after Vision Therapy, I have less headaches. I read faster and better and write well. Vision Therapy
is somewhat fun. You get to play computer games and stuff like that.
-Josiah

The biggest improvements I experienced from vision therapy were in energy levels and attitude. Before
vision therapy, I was tired all of the time and not motivated to do anything beyond the minimum because
it felt overwhelming.
Once my eyes had been re-trained to work together, my energy levels increased and my capacity to work
and read increased. I also felt motivated again to take on challenges and pursue activities that I wouldn't
have before therapy.
Therapy was hard work, but the results made it worth it. Vision Care Center has great therapists and a
great environment to help you in your journey.
-Scott

Isaiah was frequently frustrated during school. He could only read for about 20 minutes before he
became moody and struggled to comprehend what he was reading. He would also get very frustrated
while trying to read music during piano practice. He had never been very coordinated in sports and
struggled to catch and throw a ball.
After vision therapy, he reads long periods of time without any frustration. He reads for pleasure, which
he never did before. His piano playing has become much smoother and there are no more tears when he
practices. He can catch and throw with ease and seems more coordinated over all. Schoolwork is much
smoother with less fatigue and frustration. Vision Therapy has been a huge blessing to us. We highly
recommend it!
-Isaiah's mom

Overall we are very pleased with how Cooper has progressed with eye therapy!
Reading is less of a struggle and he is reading at his target level for 2nd grade.
-Cooper's mom

Lyndsey reported that she is more confident with sports, is having less headaches and is finishing
homework faster.
She even started making 3-point shots in basketball!

Morgan started eye therapy with a tracking issue that was causing her to have trouble reading and often
seeing double.
Through various strength and mobility exercises, Morgan no longer has these issues. She feels confident
as a reader which has allowed her to enjoy reading and not try to avoid it.
Eye therapy has really boosted her self esteem all around and has even given her the confidence to start
playing basketball.
We can't thank the staff at Vision Care Center enough for all they do for our children!
-Morgan's mom

My daughter has been in vision therapy for 5 months. Before vision therapy, she learned to be a hard
worker because she wanted good grades. But what another student in her class would spend on
homework, she would spend 3-4 times completing.
When the assignment consisted of reading it would take her hours to complete.
Once Vision Care Center figured out that her eyes weren't moving together, that explained her struggle
to read which is why she started to hate reading.
Throughout therapy, she worked hard at the therapy homework. Out biggest success story is that she
now picks up books to read for leisure rather than never wanted to read a book.
Sammi worked so well with our daughter and the therapy has made a huge difference in the enjoyment
of reading and speed of reading.
We are so thankful for Vision Therapy!
-Sariah's mom

We are so thankful for this season of vision therapy with Sammi! Her patience and love for Brooke helped
make this such a good experience for us all.
Brooke was motivated to work hard for Miss Sammi. She felt special during this time, instead of
awkward or down on herself for her struggles.
Brooke's confidence to try has grown. She no longer complains about letters being too small in her school
books. She is also willing to read on her own, instead of just when "she has to", and she does it all with a
great attitude.
My biggest concern was how her amblyopia would effect her school work and ability to learn and
understand. I feel confident that all the hard work she and Miss Sammi put in together will benefit her
positively for a lifetime!
Thank you! We are so appreciative of the love and care you provided for Brooke and our family during
this season!
-Brooke's mom

When we started Vision Therapy, my 8 year old could not remember letter sounds from one lesson to the
next.
I had no idea she had double vision (and all her diagnosed issues). No wonder she could not read "cat sat
on a mat".
By the time her eyes saw the "at" sound, they looked like totally different letters to her.
She finished 20 weeks of Vision Therapy and she loved every minute of her time with Sam. She can now
read CVC words and is learning more blends.
Her face when she read a whole story on her own was amazing. In math, she went from not reading
numbers over 10, to reading place values in the hundreds.
Vision Therapy opened up a whole world for her and I am a thankful mama.
-Anya's mom

Lucas has increased the amount of school work he can do in one sitting from 5-10 mins to 30 mins.
School work used to be a chore, but now he likes completing it. He feels so proud of himself after he
finishes and I have even noticed he will take the initiative and work ahead!
His reading has also improved along with improvements in his ability to focus and maintain
concentration.
-Lucas' mom

My name is Jillian. Before Vision Therapy, I was skipping lines in reading and it was hard to read sheet
music. Now that I am almost done with therapy, I don't have any troubles reading. I also struggled with
severe headaches when doing schoolwork that now don't occur nearly as often.
I would totally recommend therapy to anyone who is having trouble that glasses can't fix.
I enjoyed working with Sam and she always encouraged me when the exercises were hard.
-Jillian

I came to Dr. Cundiff, recommended by my optometrist, because of constant headaches whenever I
would read or draw. I also struggled with homework in high school.
At 21, I thought it might be to late to help correct my issues, but I was wrong. Vision Therapy has been a
HUGE help.
Dr. Cundiff gave me glasses with a prism that were a good start. Christy, my vision therapist, worked
with me and now I can enjoy drawing and reading again. This has really improved my outlook on life!!
-Miriam

Vision Therapy has helped my eyes transition from near to far quicker. I have less eye strain when
focusing on near objects, especially in my right eye.
My memory has improved. I am more organized and don't misplace things as much as I used to. I can
also remember information easier when studying for tests.
-Erin

Our son was a decent student, but I could see he struggled to read fluently. I felt he had the skills but
would get frustrated. Jackson would skip easy words we know he knew.
We have seen huge gains with his ability to track while reading. He loved working with Sam each week.
Eye therapy was worth every penny and it has made a huge impact on his tracking.
As parents we want our children to be as successful as possible. If you are worried about your child's
tracking and/or learning, I highly recommend starting with Vision Care Center.
They are amazing!
-Jackson's mom

Brinley started her Vision Therapy journey 15 weeks ago! She was struggling with learning in
Kindergarten. We soon learned that it was related to her amblyopia and convergence insufficiency.
We began Vision Therapy with Sam and it was the best decision we could have ever made for our
daughter.
In a short 15 weeks, her vision has improved and so has her depth perception and eye tracking. She is so
proud of what she has accomplished in the past 15 weeks!
She is now way more confident in herself in her work, can read and sound out words that she has never
been able to read before.
This program has been amazing and I recommend it to everyone!!!
-Brinley’s Mom

Since completing Vision Therapy, Reagan has seen improvements in her reading scores, handwriting, and
enjoys reading on her own! She also is more self-assured. It was a joy working with you Miss Reagan!
-Sam

Since Kamden has completed vision therapy we have seen an overall improvement in his coordination,
social skills, reading ability and school work.
Kamden's hand-eye coordination improved in all areas and we could see the gains he made when batting
and catching the ball in baseball. We watched his self-confidence soar!
He is no longer exhausted from school work, covering one eye to help his focus to read, or complaining
that his schoolwork is blurry. He has more confidence in his reading ability and is more assertive in his
schoolwork.
We were able to see that his eyes were finally working together with the gains he made in speed,
accuracy, and tracking.
He feels better about himself and his ability to learn and we have our wonderful vision therapist, Sam, to
thank for all her hard work and dedication!
We are so blessed that Dr. Cundiff, Sam, and the Vision Care staff have been part of our journey!!
-Kamden's mom

My time at Vision Therapy was very vital to my improved eye coordination. My therapist, Sam, was super
nice and fun to talk to. I have much stronger eyes because of it. Thank you Vision Therapy!
-Garrett

I felt that everyone here gave me an uplift. I didn't know what to expect, but all the employees in VT
were kind, concerned and very helpful. They explained vision therapy and answered my questions.
I feel like my balance is better and feel that my eyes used to hurt when they moved and my eyes don't
hurt any longer.
God bless the wonderful employees!
-Evelyn

When Luke started Vision Therapy, he struggled with reading and spelling, often avoiding doing his work.
He would say "I can't" when asked to read aloud or attempt an activity that required him to read
directions. He lacked confidence in his work and was showing dyslexic tendencies.
After Vision Therapy, Luke has confidence when reading and no longer avoids things requiring him to
spell and read.
His dyslexic tendencies have SIGNIFICANTLY decreased as well.
Aimee is absolutely amazing to work with. We highly recommend Vision Care Center and Vision Therapy
to everyone that can benefit from their services!
-Luke's Mom

With an artistic and creative personality vision is so important. I noticed Peace's trouble with vision when
I would ask her to pick up a toy across the yard and she would not see it. When she started learning how
to read, our normally happy-go-lucky girl would be distraught and frustrated by the phonics lessons.
When she had her 1st eye appointment, we confirmed depth perception issues as well as some muscle
coordination issues. After Vision Therapy, she complains less of car sickness, she is actually reading on
her own, and her art has improved drastically. She went from fairly low on the depth perception test to
passing with flying colors.
She loved her therapist and is sad to be finishing VT. We are so happy with this experience and her
improvement.
-Peace's mom

Our first experience with Vision Therapy was in 2009. My husband had heard Dr. Fitch speak at the
APACHE homeschool convention on The Vision and Learning Link; so when our oldest son was having
recurring headaches, he suggested we go to the Vision Care Center.
His initial visit showed that he might be a candidate for vision therapy, so we set up an appointment to
meet with a therapist and go through a series of tests to further determine his need. What stood out the
most to me was the test that tracked each eye as he read. The first line or so both eyes worked together
but then one eye completely stopped moving and the other eye did all the work. We did vision therapy
and it cleaned up his headaches.
A few years later we sent a second child through the program with great success, so when Johanna was
struggling with headaches as well as skipping words and lines while reading, we recognized the potential
need and made an appointment with Dr. Cundiff.
Johanna worked hard doing her exercises and it paid off. We have noticed improvement in her reading
and her headaches seem to be gone as well.
We love the Vision Care Center and all their staff. They are very friendly and helpful.
-Johanna's mom

Because Evan's vision was not affecting his school work or his favorite pastime, reading, he did not see
the need to go through Vision Therapy. Cosmetically, my husband and I wanted to know if therapy could
correct his "wandering eye" without surgery.
Dr. Cundiff explained that his eyes were not working as a team and it could exercise the muscles and retrain his brain so he would have true binocularity (both eyes seeing simultaneously). Evan's therapist,
Sam, was very encouraging and made the sessions so fun that we didn't even have to force him to go or
practice each week.
We are thrilled with the results! NO surgery--- and his eyes are staying straight. He is even seeing depth
and in 3 dimensions, something he didn't know he was missing.
I'd say Vision Therapy is a huge success!
-Evan's mom

Vision Therapy helped my son read signs. Often, he would not play car games or answer people when
they asked him what a sign said. After a few sessions, he was able to read signs.
Vision Therapy gave my son confidence. Words no longer moved on the page and he was able to focus
on becoming a stronger reader.
Vision Therapy, along with specialized training, has helped my son double in his standardized testing
scores.
-Jacob's mom

When Anya started therapy (a few weeks before her 5th birthday), she desperately wanted to read, but
could only tolerate working on literacy for a couple minutes before fatigue stopped her. At the end of her
20-weeks, she is reading fluently and with expression at a late-second grade level or beyond. She's
developed enough confidence to start reading early chapter books, such as the Magic Tree House series.
The rapid progression has been astounding!
She played pee-wee soccer this fall, after 2 previous seasons. In other seasons, if the ball wasn't at her
feet, she often seemed disoriented with little sense of her place on the field. After a few weeks of VT, her
fall season began and she was an entirely different (and dominant!) player, having more fun than ever!
-Anya's mom

Emma started therapy with difficulties in school primarily with reading. She would have difficulty with
writing letters backwards and numbers as well.
Since we began therapy, I have seen drastic improvements in both! She no longer writes letters/numbers
backwards and enjoys writing. She has also found enjoyment in reading and no longer struggles with
seeing the wrong letters. Her academics are no longer such a daunting task to the same extreme that
they were previously.
I can't say enough fantastic things about Emma's overall improvements! The staff and Dr. have done
such a wonderful job and we will miss our weekly appointments.
-Emma's mom

Logan's overall coordination and depth perception has improved with catching and hitting a baseball. He
learned to jump rope and ride a bike this past year. His ability to focus has greatly improved and he is no
longer complaining about his eyes not working.
Thankful for the improvements seen during vision therapy!
-Logan's mom

David started vision therapy due to his lazy eye worsening! He was exhausted after school from reading
and would often cover his lazy eye while watching TV in the evening. His speed and accuracy reading was
much lower than his comprehension.
Now upon completing therapy, David has made huge gains! His speed and accuracy while reading has
improved dramatically. His confidence in the classroom has therefore improved! At the end of the day,
his lazy eye is strong enough to watch TV without covering it. He can even make the two eyes work
together!
We are all so happy with his results!!
-David's mom

My daughter, Olivia, was going into 1st grade and was reading at a beginner kindergarten level. She was
always very frustrated and losing her place while reading. I had her eyes checked before school and
everything looked great.
We came to Vision Care Center for more advanced testing and they found she had weak muscle control
and could not track well. We prayed and decided to move forward with vision therapy. Amazingly, we
found out Olivia would be placed with a family friend, Sammi Sauder, not realizing she did what my
daughter needed. We came every week and Olivia loved every minute. Instantly, we saw improvement:
less head moving, less frustration, and smoother reading.
She jumped four levels in the first 2-3 months. She is now reading at a second grade level and loves to
read. She doesn't have any headaches at the end of the day and amazingly she doesn't get car sick
anymore.
Vision therapy has improved so much more than just reading levels. She has confidence in all areas and
feels happy during school.
We are beyond thankful for Vision Therapy and especially Sam.
-Olivia’s Parents

"I would advise you to give vision therapy a try. I had symptoms of traumatic brain injury and by doing
vision and brain therapy, I am able to concentrate and focus on things better. It also makes your outlook
on life better. The staff does a good job.'
-Sarah

"Brecken says he can 'read much faster!' As his mom and teach, I can see a dramatic difference in his
speed and the increases excitement he has to devour another book. Thank you for increasing his
confidence in reading and learning in general!"
-Patient's mother

"From early on Tess reversed some letters and numbers. All of her teachers assured me that this was
"normal" and that she would outgrow it. By the time she reached the 3rd grade, the reversals were still
present and she was starting to transpose. Getting her to read her daily 20 minute requirement for
school was taking hours and she was reading well below grade level. A friend of mine (a diagnosed
dyslexic) recommended Vision Care Center for an evaluation.
We started therapy with Sammi in January 2017. Within a few short weeks we saw huge improvements
in her eye control, her coordination, and her reading skills. She started reading on her own and beyond
her schoolwork requirements. She started to enjoy reading. With her reading improvements came
improvements in other subjects.
Tess is now reading above grade level, reads for pleasure, has increased coordination, and is less
fatigued. The reversing and transposing is gone. The changes we've seen due to therapy were previously
unimaginable. My only wish is that we had done this years earlier and saved Tess the unnecessary
struggles.
The education we received at VCC and the compassion and enthusiasm of the staff is priceless. Our
experience at VCC, from our very first appointment through the completion of therapy, has been lifechanging for our entire family. Thank you VCC for making us better people."
-Tess' mom
"Vision therapy has helped me love reading and with schoolwork. I don't have any jumping words,
reading is easier for me, and so is seeing the things on the board at school"
-Tess

"I have experienced many improvements. The best of all is I got on the honor roll at school this year for
the first time. I've been getting better grades and my typing has really improved. I had to read a lot this
past school year, but I can read more smoothly and get it done a lot sooner. Before my therapy, I
dreaded this assignment, but now it's no problem."
-Stephanie

"After vision therapy, Ben has improved concentration while reading and is also able to read for longer
stretches of time. He is less fatigued at the end of the school. Car/motion sickness has also been
reduced."
-Ben's dad

"I have noticed an improvement in Megan since she received the reading glasses. Megan is able to
concentrate more, and she does not become as easily frustrated with reading as she used to. During
small group instruction, she no longer need to hold the book close to her face; she can keep it on the
table and follow along just fine. I think the glasses have improved her reading as well as her confidence!"
-Patient's mother

"Our 10-year old son completed the vision therapy program at Vision Care Center. Dr. Fitch
recommended an evaluation after discovering our son was experiencing fatigue when reading. After the
evaluation, we found that our son's eye were not working together; in fact, one eye was hardly working
at all. The therapist proposed 20-week session of vision therapy.
The combination of in-office therapy and diligent home exercise time produced marked changes for us.
First of all, his eyes are both working and working together. His eyes physically perform at a high school
level. We're observing increased interest and stamina for free-reading time (in the last 2 weeks has read
five books, each with 170 pages or more). His spelling skills are improving and for the first time, he is
using his free time for a creative writing project.
I believe our son's academic future will be less taxing and frustrating and more enjoyable and productive
because of vision therapy. I am very grateful to Dr. Fitch and all of the Vision Care staff for their quality
care.
I wholeheartedly recommend vision therapy to anyone I know or meet who may benefit from it."
-Patient's mother

"Lauren is able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. She is superkid! Seriously, I have noticed better
balance, spacial awareness, and confidence in sports and physical tasks. In school, her oral reading is
getting better and she is more willing to actually read out loud. I feel that she has the ability now to excel
instead of falling behind academically due to limited vision issues"
-Lauren's Mom
"I have improved in sports such as basketball. My overall coordination is better. My handwriting is much
better according to my teacher. I like to read more than before but not as much as mom want me to! I
am more willing to try new things than before vision therapy. I break less things. It is easier for me to
memorize and focus on homework longer."
-Lauren

"My name is Shelby. I was having a lot of trouble with reading and school. Words were moving on pages
and letters were getting mixed up. I came to Vision Care Center for vision therapy and saw a huge
improvement. Before, I was even afraid to drive because it looked like cars were coming at me. Now I'm
not afraid anymore. I also hated reading out loud because I had a hard time. Now reading is a lot easier
and I'm not afraid to read out loud anymore."

"When I first started vision therapy, I was struggling with persistent headaches, balance issues, blurry
vision, nausea during car rides and extreme light sensitivity: all as a result of a concussion.
Dr. Fitch and his team were wonderful to assess my situation and explain how brain injuries could cause
these symptoms and how they could help. The results were gradual at first, but after 20 weeks of therapy
with Aimee, in addition to all the work at home, I can now go to the grocery store without getting
disoriented. I've returned to work full time and life itself is getting back to normal. I am very thankful for
the Vision Care Center staff."
-Katie

"My son Steven was struggling with reading in school. He was behind his peers and not wanting to read
on his own. He moved his entire head instead of his eyes when reading or watching something move. It
was very difficult for him to control his body movements.
Since starting vision therapy and primitive reflex therapy his skills have greatly improved. He enjoys
reading, has better coordination playing sports, and is on the honor roll.
I truly believe that none of this would be possibly without vision therapy. Steven is confident and proud of
his grades and is not self-conscious about playing sports. I could not be happier with the results!"
-Steven's Mom

"We started vision therapy because Caleb greatly disliked reading which was making it difficult for
school. He fought doing his reading homework, often saying "I can't". I was frustrating for all involved.
We weren't sure if reading was hard just because of his age/development or if there was something
going on with his eyes and eye muscles.
We came to Vision Care Center and had an evaluation with Dr. Cundiff and Christy. The results indicated
there were some areas Caleb could work on to strengthen his eye muscles and overall vision skills.
So we started vision therapy with Sam and she gave us exercises to work on at home. His first grade
teacher and reading teacher worked on his reading skills at school. All those things together combined
with developmental maturation....and we have a different boy.
He enjoys doing his school reading. He is more interested in throwing and catching and sports in general.
He has more self-confidence at school and at home. I would say therapy has been a success. Thanks Sam
and Dr. Cundiff!"
-Caleb's Mom

